TESTIMONIALS

"As someone who is EXTREMELY sensitive to chemicals, I have the highest praise for your SafePaint because it enabled me
to move back into my home as soon as the paint was dry.
This is miraculous because I am so sensitive to standard paints that sometimes I have been unable to enter recently painted
premises for months after they dried, due to the lingering fumes of toxic chemicals.
After a recent flood in my home, the SafePaint was used to cover flat and glossy latex paints... and new DragonBoard (which
was used instead of the customary chemical-laden drywall). I THANK YOU for producing products that are healthy for
people and the environment." Barbara J.K., Irvine, CA (author of "Behind the School Wall")

"Safe Paint- I have to say I’m in love with it. It is real paint. It makes the other synthetic paints we have all been bamboozled
into thinking was paint look like crap. This paint is alive. And to think we have been putting chemicals on our walls for so
many years.
At Eco Brooklyn we have a motto. In fact we have many but one of them is that if we can’t build with a nine month old in the
room then don’t build with it. Coincidentally my son is nine months old and he is with me a lot of the time. So I take this
really seriously.
You can practically drink milk paint. I have no problems being in a freshly painted Milk Paint room with my son. I would
never do that with the synthetic paints. Even the zero VOC stuff. It is still full of chemicals.
This is the real stuff. This is paint. It is free of chemicals. It is good stuff. Take back your painting. Use Milk Paint.” Gennaro
B., Eco Brooklyn, Brooklyn, NY

"I just finished painting my living room with SafePaint yesterday, and I was so excited by the results that I posted pictures in
my favorite decorating forum.
I think the SafePaint color depth is even better than Farrow & Ball (the reigning paint of decorating divas). My sister did her
whole house in Farrow & Ball, and to be honest, when I saw it, I was a little disappointed that it didn't floor me. I wouldn't
have looked twice at her walls, even though the colors are beautiful. But the milk paint does have a special presence that you
notice when you walk into the room. It makes you say wow, look at the walls.
After reading about clay based and environmentally friendly paints, I decided to try milk paint. I'd never used it before and was
nervous about painting several rooms with it.
Well, it's fabulous! The color is nothing like I've ever seen before. It has a life to it, an elegance, that latex doesn't have. So far
I've done two rooms, and the color looks amazing in all lighting. The color shifts (as it does with all paints), but it shifts well.
The main difference is it doesn't die out in dim light or shadow, or go ghastly in artificial light. It's beautiful all the time. I can
see now why people rave over F & B and full spectrum paints. The milk paint has a similar effect. Absolutely flat, it looks soft,
chalky & velvety. But is rock hard & rough to the touch- a bit surprising. I've never seen a paint with such presence before.
Thanks very much. Very pleased with your product." Andrea M., Ridgefield, CT

"I am very sensitive to chemicals, and for several years have been quite sick on and off. My husband and I have moved to a
new house, and we want to live our lives in a way that is healthier for us and better for the environment. We spent hours
researching paint options. We found several companies that provided latex paints with fewer chemicals, but we were
discouraged by the prospect of having to compromise on our goals.
We were so excited when we found your paint! We couldn't believe we had found paint without fumes or smell or off-gassing,
which is good for the environment and of high quality. It didn't take much time for us to decide to order some. Thank you SO
much for the paint.
We couldn't believe how much paint the mix produced (we were able to paint more walls than we had planned), or how fun it
was to mix and use it. The paint went on smoothly and evenly. The color is creamy and a lot sweeter than the name buttermilk
implies! We are very impressed that it evened out the texture of our 'faux wood' paneling. The paint looks very soft, and it
actually makes the walls seem to recede from the eye, making some small spaces look bigger.
We could not have made a better decision than to use your paint products. The mixing and painting were fun and easy (and I
was indoors with the paint the whole time without a single headache or ill effect), the color is creamy, bright, and clean, and
the finished product is one we've been proud to show off as well as live in. We already have the colors for two more rooms
picked out!
Thank you again for producing high quality, healthy, earth-friendly paints. We hope your wall paint line is a big success,
because we don't want to use another wall paint ever again.” Erin T., Texas

"I just wanted to write quick note to let you know how pleased my husband and I were to use your SafePaint in our home. I
am currently 8 months pregnant and we also have an amazon parrot as a pet. Needless to say, I was very concerned about
painting in our home for both my safety and the well being of our parrot as well, since parrots are extremely sensitive to many
things with paint being at the top of the list. I was so happy to hear that your paint was chemical free and had very low odor.
I will say I was very nervous that the paint would have a foul odor and that the paint would not adhere to the walls that have
been painted over several times over the years. But to my surprise and pleasure there was virtually no odor, just an earthy or
milky smell which went away within a half hour. The SafePaint stuck to the wall perfectly and only required 2 coats (which
latex paint would have required as well if not more). That night, you would have never known that a room in our house had
been freshly painted. I was so relieved for myself but most importantly for our parrot as well. We will certainly be returning
customers for sure. Thanks so much for a great and safe product!!!!" Amy B., Yardley, PA

"Here is your ultimate testimonial.... I was painting an old door in our home and had a yogurt container with the mixed blue
paint on top of my 70 gallon fish aquarium. Well I am not sure how it happened, but the paint went into the tank (along with
the brush). The aquarium turned a deep rich blue color, though I was extremely worried about the health of my fish. My wife
thought that I should take them out, but from my experience with aquariums, they seem to clean themselves, so I left it. I was
simply amazed! 24 hours after spilling the Milk Paint into my fish tank, the color was about gone and all the fish were healthy
as ever. The blue eventually faded out completely and the fish flourished. Since then I have added about a dozen new fish to
my tank. Not only am I more than happy with the results of the paint on the old door, but I am also amazed that the paint is
so non-toxic that even a little neon tetra is unscathed after swimming in it. Thank you!"
Gregg, Vermont

